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Magic³ Touchless™
HYDROPHILIC INTERMITTENT CATHETER SYSTEM
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The Catheter

100% Silicone | Comfort & Convenience | Easy Handling & Navigation

- The all-silicone MAGIC³ hydrophilic intermittent catheter’s unique three-layer design has an ultra soft outer layer designed to be gentle on delicate urethral tissue. The firm middle layer enables optimal handling while the pliable inner layer aids in navigation.

Tapered Tip | Four Comfort Sized Drainage Eyes

- The catheter’s tapered tip and four comfort-sized drainage eyes allow for ease of movement over sensitive areas and maximum drainage and flow.

Hydrophilic Coating

- The catheter’s outer surface has a hydrophilic coating on it that when wet creates a virtually friction-free catheter insertion and withdrawal.

In a survey of 99 male intermittent catheter users, 93% did not feel any pain during insertion and removal of the MAGIC³ catheter.

Unique three-layer design

- Ultra-soft outer layer designed to help maximize comfort
- Firm middle layer for easy handling
- Pliable innermost layer for easy navigation

Cross section of MAGIC³ Touchless™ Catheter
The Bag

Convenient | Easy to use

1. Catheter cap has a pull ring for easy removal - especially for people with limited dexterity
2. 1100cc collection bag is durable, virtually eliminating the risk of leaks
3. Sure-Grip™ sleeve allows slippery surface of catheter to be firmly grasped and advanced
4. Insertion tip and perforated tear feature offer multiple drainage options
5. Built-in handle is designed to aid in handling and draining of bag

Safety | Designed to help reduce the risk of UTIs

- Insertion tip positions the catheter in the urethra, decreasing bacterial transfer from the meatus to the catheter to help reduce UTIs
- The collection bag’s tapered neck design decreases scratches associated with sharp corners
- Illustrations of primary instructions printed directly on drainage bag for quick reference
NOTE: Reimbursement policies vary widely from insurer and reimbursement policies of the same insurer may vary in different sections of the U.S. As reimbursement policies are subject to change, the information contained herein may not be accurate at the time of use. Prior to submission of a claim for reimbursement, the user should contact the insurer (i.e., Medicare, Medicaid, or private payer) to verify applicable codes and reimbursement levels. C. R. Bard, Inc. does not guarantee that the purchase of any similar item is reimbursable in whole or in part, by any public or private health care insurer. Source for HCPCS codes: http://www.hcfa.gov/statspufiles.htm

Summary of Indications & Warnings:
Intermittent catheters are intended for draining urine from the bladder. Reuse of a single use device may create a risk of patient or user infection. Please consult product labels and inserts for more detailed safety information and instructions for use.